Expert

Vision Care
RENOWN, PREEMINENT LASER CATARACT SURGEONS

Eye Surgeons and Consultants is one of the

most respected ophthalmology groups in South
Florida. Our physicians, Dr. Alan Mendelsohn,
Dr. Nathan Klein and our stellar new addition
Dr. Sapir Karli, provide up-to-date eye care
services with state of the art equipment in a
beautiful and relaxing office setting.

• Alan

Mendelsohn, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Karli, M.D.

• Sapir

• Nathan

Klein, O.D.

The office is open six days a week, including
Sunday mornings and Monday evenings.

PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE
myeyesurgeons.com for
sight-saving suggestions!

954.894.1500

4651 Sheridan Street, Suite 100
Hollywood, FL 33021

Download the Ready4AR app and scan this page for more information.
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LEAVING A LEGACY

One of the highlights for fourth grade students at the Jewish
day school that I attended was the production of an annual
puppet show. Thinking about it now, it was a great example of
what is now known as project based learning. We learned many
lessons and skills as we prepared for the big show: reading the
story, creating the puppets and scenery, auditioning for parts,
memorizing lines, rehearsing, selling tickets to the show (my first
time door-to-door-soliciting), and more.
When I was in fourth grade our puppet show was an
adaptation of Rip Van Winkle. It is a short story by the American
author Washington Irving first published exactly 200 years ago,
in 1819. It tells the tale of a Dutch-American villager in colonial
America named Rip Van Winkle who falls asleep in the Catskill
Mountains and wakes up 20 years later, having missed the
American Revolution. The lesson that stands out for me from this
story is that time marches on, no matter what. We must utilize
our time carefully for it is a precious commodity that cannot be
recouped.
The Talmudic version of the Rip Van Winkle story features
Choni HaM’agel (“the circle maker”). The Talmud (Taanit) tells
us how he acquired this unique nickname: One time the Jews of
Israel desperately needed rain. They turned to the righteous
Choni to intervene with God on their behalf. Choni drew a circle
in the ground and told Hashem that he would not leave that circle
until it rained. And so it rained. This story illustrates how Choni
not only conversed with Hashem, but his righteousness afforded
him the ability to make specific demands from God and receive a
positive response.
The Talmud tells another story concerning Choni. One day as
he was walking he came across a man who was planting a carob
tree. Chonie asked the man, “Carob trees take 70 years before
they yield fruit. Are you so sure that you will still be alive to
benefit from this tree?” The man replied, “I found a world that
had carob trees growing in it; in the same way that my
predecessors planted for me, so will I plant for the next
generation.”
Next we’re told that Choni fell asleep. When he woke up he
saw a man harvesting carob from the tree he saw being planted.
He was informed that the person gathering the fruit was the
grandson of the man who planted the tree. It was at that point that
Choni realized that he had slept for 70 years.
The Choni episode reminds us that our Arvut, responsibility
towards fellow Jews, extends through time and applies to the
future Jewish community as well. As we support and build the
Jewish community of today we should also seek out
opportunities to impact and secure the Jewish community of
tomorrow. It is with this in mind that I am proud to announce that
our shul has embarked upon a Life and Legacy Campaign, to
encourage after-life giving to our shul. We have been accepted
by the Jewish Federation of Broward County to take part in a 4year partnership program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation
(HGF) that will assist our Broward County community to
promote after-lifetime giving to benefit Jewish day schools,
synagogues, social service organizations and other Jewish
entities.
Through training, support and monetary incentives, LIFE &
LEGACY motivates Jewish organizations to secure legacy gifts,
steward donors and integrate legacy-giving into the philanthropic
culture of the Jewish community.

Baby Boomers, the richest generation in history, are aging
and preparing to pass down a record-breaking amount of assets.
It has been estimated that millennials stand to inherit $30 trillion
from their predecessors, a phenomenon that has been dubbed
“the great wealth transfer.” Millennials surpassed Boomers as the
largest living generation during recent years, though the latter is
still the richest. Baby Boomers control at least 70 percent of all
disposable income in the US. Wealth is both an opportunity and a
challenge. We can do lots of wonderful things with wealth, but
we only optimize those opportunities if we give it real thought
and have a plan which can be challenging.
As parents we want to pass on a monetary inheritance to our
children; but what else do we want to pass on to them? Perhaps
we want to impress upon them the importance of Tzedakah.
Perhaps we want to demonstrate how important our shul and
other local Jewish organizations were in our family’s life.
Perhaps we want to emulate that carob tree planter, and do what
we can to ensure a vibrant Jewish community in the future, as an
expression of gratitude. These goals (and more) can be
accomplished through planned giving.
There are many different ways that one can leave a legacy to
our shul, including in your will or as a beneficiary of your
retirement fund. One can make a legacy gift regardless of the
(estimated) size of the estate. More important than the value of
the gift is that such a gift is an expression of your values.
Rebecca and I are proud to have signed a Declaration Of Intent to
leave a legacy gift to the shul, and we encourage you to do so as
well. To learn how you can participate in our Legacy Campaign,
or for more information, contact Reva Homnick at the shul
office.
In the Shema, we say: Ve’ahavta et Hashem Elokecha: you
should love your God. We generally assume love to be a feeling.
And yet Rashi encourages us to realize that love must express
itself in action.
As Rashi puts it: “Asei Devarav Me’Ahavah”. Act out of love.
Rashi’s comment is brief yet profound. It impacts both sides of
the feeling/action equation. It’s not enough to do something. To
really connect with a cause, a person, an organization, our
actions must be accompanied by emotions: positive feelings of
identity, affinity, gratitude. On the other hand, feelings are not
enough. Our positive sentiment must find expression in action. A
powerful way to show how we feel in a concrete way is by
making a legacy gift.
The verse in Mishlei (10:2) states “Tzedaka Tatzil Mimavet”:
“Charity will save from death.” This phrase is generally
understood to teach us the tremendous merit contained within the
mitzvah of tzedakah: its merit is even powerful enough to save a
person’s life. This is in line with the famous phrase from the
High Holidays Machzor, “Teshuva, Tefilah and Tzedaka cancel
an evil decree.” But Mishlei may mean something else as well.
No one escapes death, it is a natural part of life. For most people
the idea of being forgotten is the worst part about death. We seek
ways to elude death by attaining some form of immortality.
Charity, and especially after-life giving, is an effective way to
elude that aspect of death by creating a legacy that extends
beyond our lifetime.
RABBI YOSEF WEINSTOCK

Martine Newman
Call/Text (954)

REALTOR ®

536-2424

Arapahoe Farms Fantastic 6 bed/7 bath 2 story pool
home with over 7,400 sq. ft. Asking $1,399,999.
Arapahoe Farms Perfect family home with 6 bed, 3.5
bath on over 20,000 sq. ft. lot For Sale or For Rent.
Arapahoe Farms Amazing 4 bed/3 bath pool home
asking $1,095,000
The Fairways 2 bed/2 bath golf course view for sale.
Asking $249,000.
The Fairways Furnished 2 Bed/2.5
bath Golf course view rental $1,900.
The Fairways Move in ready 2
bed/2.5 bath rental $1800
Hollywood Oaks 5 bed/5.5 bath
RENTED
Arapahoe Farms 5 bd/2.5 bath SOLD
Emerald Hills Spectacular 7 bed/5
bath pool home on a1/2 an acre. SOLD
…...AND MANY MORE LISTED AND UNLISTED
The Newman Group, LLC ◊ 3284 N. 29th Ct. ◊ Hollywood ◊ Florida ◊ 33020

Martinenewman1@yahoo.com –A portion of each sale goes to Young Israel

Yaakov Waldman PA

Realtor | Beachfront Realty, Inc.
Residential & Commercial Brokerage Services

(954) 326 - 8080
●
●
●
●
●

y.waldman1@gmail.com

HOME FOR RENT: 4/3 pool updated $4,250
1/1.5 Fairways new layout, design & finishes $189,000
6/3 Remodeled golf course home, 2 car garage + home office
$1,050,000
COMING SOON: 4/3 pool, everything new. $699k. Call for details
Needed: Currently representing multiple buyers needing 4
bedrooms+ 2,500+ Sf in EH. Want to sell quickly & with ease?
Call me!

New Rates 2019-2020
Rates per issue
YIH Member: FULL PAGE: $400/$450 Color
HALF PAGE: $200
QUARTER PAGE: $100
BUSINESS CARD: $55
Non- Member : FULL PAGE: $450/$500 Color
HALF PAGE: $250
QUARTER PAGE: $125
BUSINESS CARD: $65

Pay for the year in advance to get 5% off advertising
rate + 11th issue Free
Please look at our website on Home Page to view the
current bulletin https://www.yih.org/

While we request that our community and friends patronize the businesses advertised in our bulletin, we do not endorse the Kashrus
reliability of any establishment or product. Please consult our Rabbi.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

SISTERHOOD MESSAGE
Hello Hollywood!

Our shul and community have been blessed with
explosive growth in the past 10-15 years, Baruch
Hashem. This growth brings a something for everyone
vibe that the shul’s leadership is working tirelessly to
continue to expand in the coming months and years.
Please stay tuned in the next few months for many
exciting announcements about expansion of our services
and activities, our space, and options available through
the shul for many facets of Jewish life and the life cycle.
However, we must also keep at the front of our minds
the challenges and responsibilities that come with our
“bigness.” Multiple minyanim in several different areas,
and large numbers of people in many smaller groups can
cost us the personal touch that is so important to Jewish
life and inspiration. In order to retain the one community
feel that has made the Hollywood community such a
destination for so many modern Orthodox Jews, we must
work extra hard to make members and guests all feel at
home in our shul.
Recently, Rabbi Weinstock received feedback from a
visitor to the community who davened at various
minyanim in the shul during his week or so stay in town.
Unfortunately, this guest did not receive the usual warm
welcome - or any welcome at all - from our members.
Obviously, this was not purposeful, but with our increase
in size it can be difficult to know whether that unfamiliar
face is truly new in shul, or just someone YOU haven’t
noticed until now. I’ve introduced myself to several
people I thought were new to the community in the last
few years only to have them tell me they’ve been here for
a couple of years.
This challenge is daunting, but also fundamental.
Perhaps getting back to the idea of seeking out the new
or unfamiliar person each time we’re in shul, would help
keep people from “falling through the cracks.” If you know
of anyone new (or old) who is looking to meet people, or
become involved in new or different ways, please pass
along my email, or point them to the shul office so they
can be familiarized with all of the opportunities we have
available.
In the coming months, some young leaders in our
community are planning an event to help familiarize
people with all of the committees and options that are
available as ways to get involved.
Hopefully, efforts like these can help our big (and ever
bigger) shul retain it’s heimish, small-town feel.

Welcome back from the summer! Here at the YIH
Sisterhood board, we are invigorated and ready to jump
into the second year of our term. What’s great about
doing things the second time around is they can seem
much less daunting once you know what to expect. This
goes for so many situations in life. I know that the first
day of school can be full of anxiety for some, but rarely
will the second day be as nerve-racking! We’ve reviewed
last years events, and tweaked them to make them more
successful and enjoyable for this year. We’re also excited
for some new initiatives which will be revealed in short
order.
Rosh Hashanah is fast approaching and we are getting
into gear. We organized a Rosh Hashanah card that will
be going out to the entire community from members who
seized the opportunity to contribute. If you missed this
chance to participate, stay tuned for upcoming
opportunities to partake in community life!
Upcoming Programs for September:

 Wednesday, September 4 at 8pm - Infertility Support
Group - For more information:
chizukmiami@yahoo.com
 Shabbat, Saturday, September 21st at 4pm - New
Members Tea - As our community grows, we want
to make sure our new members feel just as
welcomed as we have! This event is geared towards
meeting and getting to know our new members, as
well as reconnecting with friends after the long
summer.

Save the Date for these events:

 Feb 15 - Pink Shabbat - A Shabbat dedicated to
educate and support women’s health issues
 May 17 - Yom Iyun - A riveting day of learning

Follow us on Social Media
Facebook: Young Israel of Hollywood Sisterhood
Instagram: @yihsisterhood
If you are interested in sponsoring a particular event, please
reach out to Flo Kaweblum, Sisterhood President at
florencekaweblum@gmail.com.

David Lasko

President

Florence Kaweblum, Pres., Debby Aqua, Sec.
Samantha Adler, PR, Stacy Konstam, Treasurer

Sisterhood Board 2019-2020

Board Certified Pediatric Dentist

Comprehensive and preventive dental
care for infants, children, adolescents and
those with special needs.

Member

Hollywood Office
4420 Sheridan Street, Suite E
Hollywood, FL 33021
954-962-8311

Pembroke Pines Office
12301 Taft Street, Suite 300
Pembroke Pines, FL 33026
954-435-5900

www.browardpediatricdentists.com

CAROL CARMEL
Broker-Associate
954-802-5426
cscarmel@aol.com

Over 25 Years of Great
Experience and Success Selling
Homes in the Community.

FANTASIC HOME
ON SHUL BLOCK!
 Beautiful, 6 BD, 5 Bath + office, library. Great for entertaining.
Gourmet kosher kitchen, hurricane protections, tropical
heated, salt water pool & Jacuzzi Offered at $925,000.
THE PRESERVE OF EMERALD HILLS:
 Spectacular, spacious, bright Hawthorne Model with upgrades
you won’t find in any other 3 BD, 3.5 baths, 2 CG, expanded
gourmet kosher kitchen, 30” porcelain tiles, vault ceilings,
impact windows, stone tiled patio. Offered at $875,000.
HOLLYWOOD OAKS:
 Four BR, 4.5 baths + playroom, office & 3 CG, marble floors,
hurricane shutters, pool & Jacuzzi. Offered at $1,100,000.
EMERALD HILLS:
 Remodeled 4 BR, 3 baths, 2 CG, pool located in the Heart of
Emerald Hills. Offered at $619,000.
Call me to schedule a private showing of these great homes!

General and Family Dentistry | Veneers and Cosmetics
Implants | Invisalign | Sleep Apnea Treatment
We are conveniently located in the
Park Sheridan Plaza, Just across
from TY Park, In Emerald Hills
Call for Your Appointment Today!

954-963-6668

ERIC H. NAIERMAN D.D.S.
3333 Sheridan Street
HollywoodFamilyDentist.com
While we request that our community and friends patronize the businesses advertised in our bulletin, we do not endorse the Kashrus
reliability of any establishment or product. Please consult our Rabbi.
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SELICHOT: WHEN, WHEN AND WHEN
Rabbi Adam Frieberg raf@yih.org
The recitation of selichot around the High Holidays is an
ancient institution, yet nailing down exactly when this custom
began is not so simple. Rav Soloveitchik points out that their
recitation is only implicitly discussed in the Talmud, but the
Geonim refer to the recitation of selichot, and not as if it is
something they introduced to the world. Therefore, we must
conclude that the recitation of selichot is a minhag. As Rambam
writes1, “…the custom for everyone….”. But, the Rav
concludes2, “A minhag must be based upon something.
Sometimes, a minhag, or halacha, per se, is only of Rabbinic
origin. However, the basis, the background, of that particular
halacha, or of that particular minhag, is biblical in origin, and is
sometimes quite fundamental. Selichos is of that category.”
It is clear that the ancient tradition to recite selichot, prayers
for forgiveness, was to begin sometime during the days leading
up to Yom Kippur. Yet not every community was in agreement
about when exactly to start reciting selichot. Tur3 notes that
there are three traditions regarding when one should begin
reciting selichot. Rav Amram Gaon records the practice of
reciting selichot between Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur. Rav
Hai Gaon records a practice of beginning the recitation of daily
selichot from Rosh Chodesh Elul. Tur then notes that
Ashkenazic tradition is to begin the recitation on Saturday night
prior to Rosh HaShanah when Rosh HaShanah begins on
Thursday or Shabbat. If Rosh HaShanah begins on Monday or
Tuesday, selichot begin on the Saturday night prior to that. [Due
to our fixed calendar, Rosh HaShanah cannot begin on Sunday,
Wednesday or Friday.] In modern times, most Ashkenazic
communities follow the Tur’s final ruling and most Sephardic
communities follow the opinion of Rav Hai Gaon.
While there is some debate as to the proper date to begin
reciting selichot, the debate gets much more heated when we
begin to discuss the proper time of day to recite them. Yaakov
ben Moshe Levi Moelin, a Talmudist and Posek best known for
his codification of the customs of the German Jews, lived
between 1365 and 1427. More commonly known as Maharil,
the Hebrew acronym for “Our Teacher, the Rabbi,
Yaakov Levi”, his recording of minhagim was a source of law
for Rama’s component of the Shulchan Aruch.
In his Hilchot Yamim HaNoraim, Maharil states that the
selichot should be recited at ashmoret haboker, the last third of
the night. He explains, basing himself on the Gemara4, that
during the last three hours of the night, God focuses on the
physical world and therefore it is an auspicious time for prayer.
The Ari’zal5 states that one should never recite selichot prior to
halachic midnight. This statement is codified by Magen
Avraham6. Rav Ovadia Yosef7 suggests that the source for
setting the proper time for selichot after midnight is based on
the comments of the Zohar8, that the time period from midday

until midnight is a time of judgment and from midnight to midday
is a time of mercy. Therefore, we recite selichot during the time
of mercy. Although Rav Ovadiah Yosef agrees that ashmoret
haboker is the optimal time to recite selichot, he concludes that
one may recite them from halachic midnight until midday.
In certain communities it is difficult to find a minyan to recite
selichot between midnight and midday. Rav Moshe Feinstein9
rules that in such a situation, if there is no other option and the
selichot would otherwise be omitted altogether, one may recite
selichot prior to midnight. He explains that since there is no
halachic prohibition against reciting selichot before midnight,
rather a kabbalistic tradition that prior to midnight is not as
beneficial, one may be lenient on a case-by-case basis. Rav
Moshe notes that if one is going to do so, he should at least recite
selichot during the transition of the first third of the night to the
second third of the night as Shulchan Aruch 10 also classifies this
time as an auspicious time.
Rav Ovadiah Yosef cites one opinion that presents an
alternative justification for those who recite selichot prior to
midnight. According to this opinion, one may recite selichot as
long as midnight has already occurred in Jerusalem. Therefore,
those who live to the west of Jerusalem may recite selichot at an
earlier hour. Nevertheless, Rav Ovadiah notes that most
Acharonim are of the opinion that one follows the midnight of
their specific location. Nonetheless, his son, Rav Yitzchak
Yosef, writes11 that there is room for leniency when a Minyan in
the United States recites selichot along with other Jews in Israel
via a live hook-up although the time of halachic midnight has not
yet arrived in the United States.
Rav Ovadiah Yosef himself concludes that one should not
recite selichot prior to midnight even if one is in a pressing
situation. He suggests that in a pressing situation, one should
recite selichot prior to Mincha. Although the time in which
Mincha is recited is also between midday and midnight, he
considers the daytime hours during this period preferable to the
nighttime, before halachic midnight.
Rabbi Efraim Margulies12 notes that although it is preferable
to recite the selichot at ashmoret haboker, on the first day, the
selichot should be recited after midnight on Saturday night as we
specifically mention this time period in the special prayers for the
first day of selichot. He adds that if one does not recite the
selichot on Saturday night, rather at ashmoret haboker, he may
still recite the words that refer to Saturday night. However, if he
recites the selichot after dawn, he should omit the references to
Saturday night.

Yechaveh Da'at 1:46
Parshat Chayei Sarah 132b
9 Igrot Moshe, Orach Chaim 2:105
10 Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 1:2
11 Yalkut Yosef, Yamim Nora’im, page 38
12 Mateh Efraim 581:1

1

7

2

8

Rambam, Hilchot Teshuva, Chapter 3, Law 4
Noraos HaRav, Vol. 6, Page 237
3 Tur, Orach Chaim, Siman 581
4 Avodah Zarah 3b
5 Sha'ar HaKavanot, Derushei Tefilat Arvit no.1
6 Magen Avraham 565:5, to Shulchan Aruch, Orech Chaim
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SIMCHAS FROM OUR FAMILIES – MAZEL TOV TO:
BIRTHS














Roy & Esther Esh on the birth of their daughter Hailey Simone - Lielle, and to big sister Madison, aunts Sheryl Dennis and Odelia
Goldberg, and the Glazer and Esh families.
Rabbi Nosson Yishaya & Noa Schwartz on the birth of their son Moshe Aryeh.
Ben & Cindy Rosenbaum on the birth of their son Joseph - Avraham Yoseif.
Tzvi & Rachael Schachter on the birth of their granddaughter Yehudis, born to Eli & Rachelle Schachter, and to great-grandmother
Malca Schachter.
Rabbi & Mrs. Moshe & Naama Parnes on the birth of their grandson, Yehoshua, to Chaya Baila & Shloimy Briller in Yerushalayim, and
to uncle Shimshy and aunt Chava and the entire Parnes family.
Joe Shapiro & Myrna Ziegler on the birth of a great-granddaughter.
Yossi & Michelle Mizrahi on the birth of their grandson born to Arye & Cheli Rosenbaum.
Fred & Lori Wittlin on the birth of a grandson to Eliana & Eli Brand of Flushing, NY.
Jay & Ellen Adler and Joe & Fay Poliak on the birth of their grandson, Aaron Pesach, born to Jennifer & Daniel Poliak
Andrew & Debra Zablotsky on the birth of their son, Liam Michael, and to grandparents, Lily & Charlie Zablotsky.
Sandy & Norman Goldglantz on the birth of a grandson to Shira & Zack Goldglantz of Teaneck, NJ, and to sister Rose, aunts & uncles
Lauren & Simeon Stamm, Miriam & Joseph Goldglantz, and great- grandmother Miriam Mitzner.
David & Linda Feigenbaum on the birth of a granddaughter to Kayla & Ariel Levy, and to the entire family.
PJ & Judy Goldberg on the birth of a grandson to Chana & Hanania Weissler in Yerushalayim.

BNEI MITZVOT








Binny Ciment upon his Bar Mitzvah, and to Binny’s parents Avi & Adina Ciment, siblings Shoshy, Tamar, Gavi and Rina, and
grandparents Rabbi Mordechai & Devorah Weiss and Judge Norman & Joan Ciment.
Ben Davis upon his Bar Mitzvah and to Ben’s parents Michael & Simcha Davis, siblings Yarden, Tohar and Shayna, grandparents Joel
& Evelyn Davis and Savta Ziyona Hilel, great-uncle & aunt Rabbi Edward & Meira Davis, aunt & uncle Lauren & Ephraim Davis.
Aaron Newman upon the celebration of his Bar Mitzvah in Israel, and to Aaron’s parents Martine & Steven Newman and
grandparents Shelley & Sid Newman and aunt & uncle Denise & Adam Snow and family.
Brock Hochberger upon the celebration of his Bar Mitzvah, and to Brock’s parents Alex & Bette Hochberger, and to the entire family.
Tsachi & Jessica Baitner on the Bat Mitzvah of their daughter Julia, and to grandmother Silvia Sperber, uncles & aunts Avi & Judy
Baitner and Yoni & Daniella Sperber.
Fred & Lori Wittlin on the Bar Mitzvah of their grandson Binyamin, son of Avi & Liora Wittlin of Denver, CO.
Yitz & Shelly Tuchman on the Bar Mitzvah of their grandson, Gilad Yisrael Zuller, in Maale Adumim, Israel

ENGAGEMENTS & MARRIAGES







Jeff & Tzipi Simon on the marriage of their daughter Esti to Elad Jerusalem, son of Cheryl & Marc Jerusalem, and to Esti’s siblings
Naftali & Nechama Simon, Adina & Shimon Weissman, Doni Simon, and the entire family.
Howard & Carol Bienenfeld on the marriage of their daughter Brooke to Sammy Salamon of Lawrence, NY.
Lenny & Risa Yudkowitz on the marriage in Yerushalayim of their granddaughter Raizy Yudkowitz to Ariel Faranji.
Irv & Fran Gottlieb on the marriage in Baltimore of their grandson Yosef Listhaus to Tehilla Gross.
The Staiman, Nachbar and Warman families on the engagement of Dina Staiman to Joe Kamelhar of Great Neck, NY.
Linda Slomowitz & Sid Klein on their marriage, and to their entire family.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS


Mitchell & Mia (Sava) Slugh, Danny & Tirtza Vizel, David & Stephanie Herring, Etan & Nechama Marks.

OUR CONDOLENCES TO:
May they be comforted amongst the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem








Leah Amar on the loss of her father Mr. Avi Gilad.
Dena Seif on the loss of her father, our dear member Mr. Beryl Silverberg.
Tammy (Landa) Brugger on the loss of her mother Rebbetzin Vera Weller.
Steve Kerzer on the loss of his mother Mrs. Laura Summer, and to Farrah Izsak on the loss of her grandmother.
Binyamin Israel on the loss of his son Eliyahu Israel.
Naomi Baratz and Elana Kohlhagen on the loss of their grandfather Mr. Paul Kasztl.
Daniel Galbut on the loss of his cousin Rabbi Dr. Brian Galbut.

Continued on next page ….
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THANK YOU TO OUR SHABBAT SPONSORS:
TORAH DIALOGUE


David & Joan Kornbluth to commemorate the yahrzeit of his mother Ruth Kornbluth.



Michael & Simcha Davis and family in honor of Ben’s Bar Mitzvah.



Roman & Adelina Yusupov to commemorate the 30th yahrzeit of his great-grandfather Rabbi Nisim Suleymanov—Eliyahu Nisim ben
Solomon.

SEUDAH SHLISHIT

SHABBAT ANNOUNCEMENTS
KIDDUSHIM




















Jeff & Tzipi Simon in honor of the marriage of their daughter Esti to Elad Jerusalem.
Avi & Adina Ciment in honor of their son Binny’s Bar Mitzvah.
Ira Posner & Sheila Klee to commemorate the yahrzeits of his mother Marjorie Posner and his brother Charles Posner.
Rabbi Yitzchak & Peninah Salid to commemorate the yahrzeit of his grandfather Moshe Yosef Salid.
Benjamin & Clara Wainberg in honor of Joel’s Bar Mitzvah.
Edward & Jamie Czinn to commemorate the yahrzeit of her father Jerome Weiner.
David & Arlene Goldberger in memory of his father Sam Goldberger, Shmuel Zev ben HaRav David.
Irv & Fran Gottlieb in honor of their grandson Yosef Listhaus’s marriage to Tehilla Gross, and in loving memory of their beloved son
Alan on his 1st yahrzeit, and in memory of Fran’s father Meir ben Ephraim.
Joe & Myrna Shapiro in memory of her father Yisrael ben David and his father Nachum ben Yisrael.
Lenny & Risa Yudkowitz in memory of the 26th yahrzeit of his father Nachman Yehuda ben Shabsa, z”l, and in honor of their
granddaughter Raizy’s marriage to Ariel Faranji.
Jonathan & Meryl Kalish in honor of their daughter Margot Adeline Kalish.
Dena & Howard Seif in memory of her father Beryl Silverberg to commemorate Shloshim.
Welcome Joseph Goffstein to Hollywood, and Mazal Tov on his upcoming marriage.
Jay & Ellen Adler in memory of his mother Lillian Adler.
David Harris to commemorate the end of Shloshim for his mother Shirley Harris, Shaindel bat Yosef.
Joel & Barbara Coplowitz in memory of his mother Bessie Coplowitz.
The 7am Minyan in honor of Moshe Salid in appreciation of his leining.
Linda & David Feigenbaum in honor of the birth of their granddaughter to Kayla & Ariel Levy, and all the other blessings that the
extended Feigenbaum family is enjoying this week.
The Burger family in honor of Jordan's birthday.

1-305-546-8394
sharonbrandt18@gmail.com
*** Extremely Reliable ***Highest Value For Your Home
*** First Class Service
***Always 100% Honest
***Maximize the Value of your house on any sale***
***Proud Young Israel Members since 2001***







Just Sold… in the Preserves the Elm Model, Deerwood on the Lake, & Coach Home
5 BR, 4 Bath, 2 Car Garage, located in the prestigious Mangrum Court area. $1,399,000. A one of a kind property!-SOLD
6 BR, 4 ½ Bath, 2 CG, pool, steps away from the shul on the block. Asking $1,079,000.
3 BR, 2 Bath + 2 CG & Pool, great potential. Asking $497,000.
4 BR, 3 Bath with pool $3600/month
Breathtaking Deerwood Model in the Preserves: 5 BD, 4 ½ Bath, pool for Sale $1,275,000

I have several private listing (not in the MLS), contact me directly for more information. If you want your home sold, I will get it done for you!

#SharonBrandt

shipping &
delivery
available!

Premium wines available!

#EmeraldHillsSpecialist

#IListISell

lifting
your
Holidays
Higher

parve-dairy-cholov yisroel

Chocolates for all occasions
Corporate gifts and Logos
Parties on Premise
Free delivery to Emerald Hills!

305.532.4949. miamibeachchocolates.com 456 West 41st St Miami Beach, FL33140
While we request that our community and friends patronize the businesses advertised in our bulletin, we do not endorse the Kashrus
reliability of any establishment or product. Please consult our Rabbi.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE COORDINATOR OF WOMEN’S ENGAGEMENT

SHOFAR MUSINGS

This summer, while visiting family in Canada, my
daughters developed an intense interest in the small collection
of Shofarot in my in-laws’ living room. My 9 year old
daughter would not stop her best attempts at tekiah gedolah
(she was actually very good!). It was a good three weeks
before Elul and the Shofar was blowing every morning, in
particular while I davened Shacharit (which is a most
opportune time for my kids to try things they know I will say
no to, since I can’t react mid-shmone esrei). With all the noise,
I started thinking about the power of hearing Shofar daily in
the month leading up to Rosh Hashanah. This daily reminder
that the day of judgment is fast approaching serves as a wake
up call to get moving with our personal teshuva process before
it is too late. Yet this is an experience I generally miss since
I’m not a daily shul attendee.
I have always loved hearing the Shofar during Rosh
Hashanah davening. There’s something so raw and powerful
about the sound and I often feel so inspired by it. As someone
who often struggles to connect to tefillah, the moment of
hearing the Shofar especially resonates with me with its
wordless, highly sensory effect. I’ve sometimes wondered if I
am almost glad to be missing it daily throughout Elul, since
the sound on Rosh Hashanah for me is so new, exciting, and
fresh that the anticipation adds to my kavanah at that moment.
Yet I know I am missing something integral when I find
myself surprised, year after year, that Elul is passing me by
too quickly.
The Shofar’s effect is not only due to the loud, piercing
cries it releases. It also carries great symbolism, like the
association with the Akeida, and the future heralding of
Mashiach. For me, the most resonant symbolism actually
originates in the halachic discussion of how to properly blow
the Shofar. In the Shulchan Aruch we are given all the details
of exactly how the Shofar service should go. One halacha
mentioned (OC 590:9) is that if one blows the Shofar from the
wide end instead of the narrow end, we have not fulfilled our
Torah obligation to hear Shofar on Rosh Hashanah. Many
commentaries mention that a hint to this halacha is found in
the famous verse in Tehillim 118:5: “min hameitzar karati
Kah annani bamerchav Kah” — “from the straights [lit.
narrow] I called to G-d, and then G-d answered me with
expansiveness [lit. wide open]”. This verse is often interpreted
as referencing the idea that we only need to take one small
step towards teshuva, and as long as we take that small step,
Hashem will guide us the rest of the way. 1
This is likely an idea you’ve heard before, but sit with it
for a moment. I don’t know about you, but I find the whole
Elul through Yom Kippur season to be overwhelming. It so
often coincides with such a hectic time of year: getting my
kids (and myself!) settled into the routine of school (and in my
case, for literally half the years of my married life, settling into
The Midrash Rabbah (Song of Songs 5:3) says that Hashem urges
the Jewish people to do teshuvah, saying: “Make a small opening like
1

a new home), planning out cooking for all the chagim, all on
top of the busy nature of life itself. Elul usually passes me by
way too quickly and I find myself frustrated as Rosh
Hashanah begins that I haven’t used my time well. Personal
growth takes hard work and effort. Successful teshuva requires
thoughtful self examination, and planning for the future. But
when you think about it like that, it feels almost impossible to
succeed! This imagery of the Shofar is so encouraging to me.
It makes it feel like taking the first step is worth it! I am so
reassured by the concept that Hashem will support me when
my heart is in the right place. Hashem provides us with the
ability to succeed at our lofty goals as long as we take interest
and begin to take initiative. This is an important principle to
apply to many aspects of our lives. Any kind of growth we
wish to make happen in our lives - whether it is mastering a
new skill, perfecting a particular character trait, or actually
showing up to the gym - always begins with the first step we
take.
I’ve recently been reading Rachel Hollis’s book called
Girl, Wash Your Face. It is filled with some fantastic advice
for taking charge of your life choices and actualizing goals
you have for yourself. One thing she discusses is how she
ended her addiction to Diet Coke. She had a history of starting
many diets and workout regimens and always giving up
midway. As she phrases it, she would break promises she had
made to herself. But for some reason she challenged herself to
just give up Diet Coke for 30 days, and decided to see what
would happen if she actually stuck to it. She says that, at the
time, 30 days seemed both insurmountable but also an easily
defined amount of time. Once she succeeded that first month,
continuing didn’t seem so hard, until she reached the point
where her natural habit was not to reach for Diet Coke. All she
had to do was take her first step and stick to it. Once she made
a promise to herself to follow through with only that one small
step, success followed.
I believe this is the key to success this time of year. It
doesn’t pay to be hard on myself for squandered time. But I
need to take the first small step, and so do you. It takes a bit of
thought, a commitment to making the first move, and a lot of
trust in Hashem (and yourself). Once we get moving through
that narrow opening, Hashem will expand the pathway for us
and we can achieve the changes we are hoping to. May we all
be as successful as my daughter was at blowing the Shofar!
Shana Tova and Ketiva Vechatima Tova!
SARA FRIEBERG
msf@yih.org

that of the head of a needle, and I will open for you an opening
through which caravans can enter.”
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Q: A child in my community died tragically, in a bizarre way. I walked into my office yesterday and sure enough, all
my co-workers were standing around discussing the story—exactly what happened and how, and how it could
have been prevented.
A woman walked in after me and listened to the talk with interest. It was obvious she hadn’t heard about the
tragedy. When the group dispersed she came over to me and asked, “What were they all talking about?”
At this point, I don’t even know what’s fact and what’s rumor. What may I pass on to her?
A: If talking about the incident would include speaking negatively about someone who was involved in the
accident, that would be lashon hara, and repeating it in this situation has no to’elet, so there would be no
justification in repeating it.
You can say something like, “There was a terrible tragedy, but the facts are still unclear.”
Q: Must I tovel metal cans and glass jars that once contained factory-produced foodstuffs and I now wish to reuse?
A: Most authorities rule that one is permitted to reuse such containers without toveling them. One explanation for
this leniency is because these items are purchased primarily in order to enjoy the food contained within them
and not for the future benefits of the container. It would not be very cost effective to buy such items simply for
their containers! So too, the food manufacturers fill these containers with the intention of profiting from the sale
of the food in the containers – not to sell the containers themselves. Food manufacturers are not in the
container selling business! Therefore, its transformation from food packed in a metal or glass receptacle into a
reusable food storage utensil is essentially done by a Jew, exempting it from tevila, as well.

KOSHER KORNER



SUNDAE SHOPPE CHERRY/GRAPE/ORANGE JUNIOR POPS Regular and Sugar-Free, sold at Aldi, now bear
an OU-D due to dairy equipment. They may be eaten after meat, but not with meat.



PREWASHED BRANDS OF ICEBERG GARDEN SALAD that normally bear Kosher certification, such as Fresh
Express [Star-K], and Dole, Kroger and Aldi’s Little Salad Bar [OK], have been found recently without the Kashrus
symbol on some bags. This is due to increased infestation levels in some batches, or to non-approved processing
lines. Every bag should be checked for the symbol.



SIMPLY BRAND JUICES AND DRINKS. Most varieties are OU certified and bear the OU symbol. However, the
new Simply Smoothie drinks in three flavors are not OU certified and do not bear an OU.



EARTHLY GRAINS INSTANT RICE, sold at Aldi in White Rice and Brown Rice varieties, is manufactured by
multiple suppliers. Some boxes bear Kosher marking (Star-K or OU), while others do not. Check each box
carefully.



BASKIN-ROBBINS new “Non-Dairy Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Frozen” and “Non-Dairy Chocolate Extreme
Frozen Dessert” bear a Star-D symbol due to dairy equipment, and may be eaten after meat, but not with meat. In
addition, the following Baskin-Robbins ices and sorbets bear a Star-D due to dairy equipment, and may be eaten
after meat: Daiquiri Ice, Horchata Ice, Watermelon Splash Ice, Miami Vice Sorbet, and Raspberry Sorbet.
[“Sorbet” should not be confused with Sherbet, which contains actual milk ingredients.]



KIRKLAND SIGNATURE BRAND ORGANIC COCONUT WATER is now certified Kosher under Star-K
supervision.



The Orthodox Union does not certify HARRIS TEETER CRANBERRY BLACK CHERRY JUICE COCKTAIL.
Some labels bear an unauthorized OU symbol.



UPDATES FROM THE O.R.B.
 New Facilities:
Jessica Abraham Bakery (Pareve, Pas Yisroel), 219 N. Dixie Hwy, Hallandale Beach 786-543-8596
Sardina Kosher Restaurant (Dairy, Cholov Yisroel, Pas Yisroel), 801 N. Federal Hwy, Hallandale Beach
954-399-9859
 Closed/No longer under ORB supervision:
Stirling Sambosak aka Taboon, 2613 Stirling Rd, Ft. Lauderdale
 No longer ORB certified:
Schakolad Davie, 7740 Nova Drive, Davie

Braces & Invisalign for Children, Teens, & Adults

Your Smile
is Our
Business
Contact Us
for a

FREE

Consultation
Steven Zombek DMD

SPECIALIZING IN ORTHODONTICS & DENTO-FACIAL ORTHOPEDICS

HOLLYWOOD
4480 Sheridan Street
(NEXT TO BAITNER PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY)

954.961.2695

Hollywood, FL 33021

AFTER

www.zombekortho.com
facebook.com/ZombekOrthodontics

BEFORE
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DONATIONS
Abby’s Closet

Clothing for needy children in memory of Abby Ginsberg
Billy & Batzi Berman in appreciation to Paul & Yvonne Ginsberg
for hospitality
Aaron Kornbluth in appreciation of Stuart Courtney for his
kindness and medical acumen
David & Joan Kornbluth in memory of Binyamin Israel’s son
Eliyahu Israel
In memory of Laura Summer, Steven Kerzer’s mother
In memory of Beryl Silverberg
In memory of Leah Amar’s father Avi Gilad
Ira Posner & Sheila Klee
Howard & Ellen Rotterdam in honor the birth of Joe Shapiro &
Myrna Ziegler’s great-granddaughter Tahlia
B. Silverberg Family Fund in appreciation to YI community for 35
great winters
Fred & Lori Wittlin in memory of Abby Ginsberg

Charity Fund

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Moshe & Sarit Blackstein
Pinchus Chayne
Joel & Barbara Coplowitz in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl
Silverberg
In memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu Israel
Stan & Marla Frohlinger
Ben J. & Dorit Genet in memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu
In memory of Naomi Baratz’s grandfather Paul Kasztl
In memory of Leah Amar’s father Avi Gilad
Kevin & Rebecca Ohayon
Rabbi Kalman & Shoshana Packouz
Dean & Andrea Palmer
Joe Shapiro & Myrna Ziegler in appreciation to Billy & Batzi
Berman for their hospitality
In honor of Yitz & Shelly Tuchman’s grandson’s Bar Mitzvah
in Israel
In memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg to
commemorate the shloshim
B. Silverberg Family Fund in appreciation to YI community for 35
great winters
Daniel & Diana Sragowicz
Rabbi Raphael & Malka Stohl
Linda Weinstein
Fred & Lori Wittlin

Jewish Education Fund

Funding to local Jewish schools
Yaakov & Miriam Amselem
Daniel & Debby Aqua
Joyce & Isaac Ben-Ezra
Billy & Batzi Berman in memory of Allan Fields
In memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
In honor of Binny Ciment’s Bar Mitzvah
In memory of Usher Bryn’s mother
In memory of Leonard Pianko’s mother
In appreciation of Tammy & Al Cohen’s hospitality
In appreciation of Bonnie & Joey Betesh’s hospitality
In appreciation of Sharon & Yosie Goldberger’s hospitality
In appreciation of Larry & Judy Weiss’ hospitality

Usher & Brenda Bryn
Hillel & Rachel Cooperman
Joel & Barbara Coplowitz to commemorate yizkor in memory of
Morris & Bessie Coplowitz, Lillian Safer and Esther Karnefsky
Carl & Debra Drucker
David & Linda Feigenbaum in memory of their parents
Suchie & Raisy Gittler
Ruben & Susan Gotlieb
Shelly & Lynda Levin
Jack Love
Daniel & Anniel Nagler in memory of her father
Rabbi Kalman & Shoshana Packouz
Shefa Bracha Fund
Bernard Spitz

Seforim Fund

Prayer Books and Library Books
Neil & Deborah Cohen and the Chames family in honor of the
birth of a grandson to Jay & Ellen Adler
In honor of the birth of a grandson to David & Haya Tepper
In honor of the birth of a grandson to Fred & Lori Wittlin
In memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
Stuart & Tova Courtney
Gary & Beth Hopen in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl
Silverberg
In memory of Ellen Adler’s father Rabbi Aaron Feder
Barry & Lois Levontin in memory of Joshy - Yehoshua Ariyeh ben
Yisroel Avraham
Fred & Lori Wittlin in honor of the birth of a grandson to Jay &
Ellen Adler
In memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu Israel
In memory of Tammy Brugger’s mother Rebbitzen Vera
Weller

Shul
Synagogue Operating Budget
David & Dena Abrams in appreciation of his aliyah
Trudy Abramson and Lee Seligman in loving memory of Beryl
Silverberg, father of Dena Seif
Robert & Donna Aschheim in appreciation of his aliyah
Joyce & Isaac Ben-Ezra in memory of Isaac’s father, Mordechai BenEzra & Joyce’s mother Elvira Amir
In appreciation of his aliyah
Evan & Jill Benjamin in appreciation to Stuart Courtney
Billy & Batzi Berman in honor of the Sephardic Minyan
Howard & Carol Bienenfeld in memory Steven Kerzer’s mother
Laura Summer
In memory of Allan Fields
In memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
In memory of Leah Amar’s father Avi Gilad
Gary & Sandra Bloom in appreciation of his aliyah
Henry Blum in appreciation of his aliyah
Andrew & Rachel Bronfeld in appreciation of his aliyah
Loeb Bronfeld in appreciation of his aliyah
Stephen & Sharon Clements in appreciation of his aliyah
Michael & Sheila Cutler
Mark & Rochelle Daniels to commemorate his mother’s yahrzeit
Ron & Ellen Dimbert in appreciation of his aliyot
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Jordan & Tammy Ditchek in appreciation of his aliyot
Norman & Arlene Ditchek in appreciation of his aliyah
Robert Elnadav in appreciation of his aliyah
Zohara Epstein
Sheldon Estreicher
Herb & Edith Fishler in appreciation of his aliyah
In memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu Israel
In memory of Naomi Baratz’s grandfather Paul Kasztl
In honor of the birth of a grandson to Gary & Diane Magid
In honor of the birth of a daughter to Joseph & Miriam
Goldglantz
In honor of the birth of a granddaughter to Moshe & Sharon
Stauber
In memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
Scott Frank
Meyer & Stephanie Friedman in appreciation of his aliyah
To commemorate yizkor
David & Arlene Goldberger in appreciation of his aliyot
Norman & Sandra Goldglantz to commemorate yizkor
David Goldis
Vitaly Gutman
Richard Hagler in appreciation of his aliyah
David & Donna Halberstam in appreciation of his aliyah
Jamie & Heather Hoffman in memory of Leah Amar’s father
In honor of Keren Lazar’s Bat Mitzvah
Moshe Aharon Izsak in appreciation of his aliyah
To commemorate yizkor
Ed & Marilyn Kaplan in memory of Marilyn’s beloved brother
George Berman
In memory of Avi Gilad, Leah Amar’s father
Mark & Crissy Kogan in appreciation of his aliyah
Isaac & Meirav Kravetz in appreciation of his aliyah
Stephen & Roni Kurtz in appreciation of aliyah
Samuel & Arlene Lasko in appreciation of his aliyah
Steven Lechter
Jack Love
Gerald & Ruth Mayerhoff in appreciation of his aliyah
Duke McCarthy
Joshua & Roberta Miller in memory of Beryl Silverberg
Marc & Rita Morse in appreciation of his aliyot
Aaron & Michelle Moses in appreciation of his aliyot
Daniel & Anniel Nagler in memory of Leah Amar’s father Avi
Gilad
In memory of Michel Vogel’s father Jacques Vogel
Rabbi Kalman & Shoshana Packouz
Norman & Meryl Palgon in memory of their beloved great-aunt
& uncle Rose & Phillip Fishman
In memory of Beryl Silverberg, father of Dena Seif
Raymond Potter in appreciation of his aliyah
Joshua & Tammie Purow
Aviel & Atara Raab in appreciation of his aliyah
Lily & Joseph Rosenblatt in appreciation of his aliyah
Howard & Ellen Rotterdam in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl
Silverberg
To commemorate the yahrzeit of Miriam bas Leah
Barbara Schwartz for a refuah for Keith Wasserstrom
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Islon & Eve Seliger in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl
Silverberg
In memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu Israel
In memory of Tammy Landa Brugger's mother Rebbitzin
Vera Weller
Sam & Heather Sered in memory of Leah Amar’s father Avi Gilad
In memory of Beryl Silverberg, father of Dena Seif
Marc & Dany Shandler in appreciation of his aliyah
In memory of Marc’s father Philip Shandler, and Dany's mother
Marilyn Steinhauser
Alan & Sara Shanske in appreciation of his aliyah
Myra Shulkes in memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu Israel
In memory of Steven Kerzer’s mother Laura Summer
In memory of Tammy Landa’s mother Rebbitzin Vera Weller
In memory of Naomi Baratz’s grandfather Paul Kasztl
Cindy & Ethan Siev in appreciation of his aliyot
Ellis & Elaine Sinyor in memory of Binyamin Israel’s son Eliyahu
In memory of Steven Kerzer’s mother Laura Summer
Maish & Tziviah Staiman in appreciation of his aliyah
Leona Stein in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
Dale Stern in memory of her mother Jean Gross, her father Irving
Gross, her brother Brian Neil Gross, her aunt, and her
grandparents
Joe & Rochelle Tabbouche to commemorate his father’s yahrzeit
Abraham & Diane Tache in appreciation of his aliyah at the
Sephardic Minyan
Audrey Taxer in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
Peter & Elizabeth Veszi in honor of Sondra Einhorn being
honored at S. FL Business Foundation
Wishing a speedy recovery to Andrew Sossin
Laurence & Judy Weiss in memory of Dena Seif’s father Beryl
Silverberg
Josh & Sharona Whisler
Fred & Lori Wittlin in appreciation of his aliyot
Roman & Adelina Yusupov in appreciation of his aliyah at the
Sephardic minyan

Tree of Life Leaf
Honor loved ones on Tree of Life in the Synagogue Lobby
Benjamin & Clara Wainberg in honor of Joel’s Bar Mitzvah

Tomchei Shabbos

Shabbat Meals for needy families in the community
Joe & Robin Andisman
Slava Chitrik
Edward & Jamie Czinn
Walter & Fay Fingerer in appreciation of his aliyah
Jonathan & Emma Hirsch
Barry & Lois Levontin
Jack Love
Harrison & Michelle Nadel
Jerry & Sharon Ness in memory Dena Seif’s father Beryl Silverberg
B. Silverberg Family Fund in appreciation to YI community for 35
great winters
Jeff & Tzipi Simon
Josh & Sharona Whisler
Fred & Lori Wittlin
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FACTS I DISCOVERED WHILE LOOKING UP OTHER THINGS
Rabbi Edward Davis

SIR MOSES MONTEFIORE. I am in the midst of reading
“Jerusalem, The Biography” by Simon Sebag Montefiore, Sir
Moses’ great, great nephew, a prominent historian who lives
in London. It is a slow read, filled with many facts and figures.
I am enjoying it, savoring the slow pace. In it is a chapter on
Sir Moses Montefiore, without revealing the author’s familial
connection. Sir Moses Montefiore visited Israel seven times
in his lifetime, the last time at the age of 91. (He lived to be
100!) The first visit was in 1827 and proved to be quite
impactful, for it moved Sir Moses to become a Baal Teshuva.
In his many travels, most of which were on behalf of World
Jewry, Sir Moses brought his own shochet to supply him with
kosher food. He and his wife were never blessed with
children, yet the book adds that “there were mistresses and
illegitimate children. Indeed, his modern biographer reveals
that while in his eighties, he fathered a child with a teenage
maid, yet another sign of his astonishing energy.”
SIR MOSES’ BURIAL. He died in 1825 and was buried near
his wife on his estate near Ramsgate, a seaside town near
Kent. In recent years the site has become a source of
controversy as real estate developers are eyeing it for
commercial development. An effort was made (possibly by
relatives) to exhume the remains of Sir Moses and his wife
and have them re-interred in Eretz Yisrael. In my research I
found a Responsum by Rav Moshe Feinstein, penned in
1978, (Resp. Yoreh De’ah, cheilek 3, number 153), in which
he adamantly prohibits the move. Asked by a rabbi in London,
he wrote that it is prohibited for two reasons: 1) Only
descendants can choose to rebury their ancestor’s body.
Since Sir Moses had no direct descendants no-one else can
ask. 2) Montefiore chose to be buried near his wife in
England. He could have moved to Israel to ensure being
buried there, but didn’t.
OTHER PHILANTHROPISTS WHO HELPED ISRAEL in the
19th century. The Rothschilds head the list. Judah Touro, an
American business tycoon from New Orleans, had backed an
effort to build a Jewish homeland on Grand Island, near
Niagara River, in upstate New York in 1825. The project
failed. In his will he left $60,000 (in the 1860’s) for Montefiore
to spend in Jerusalem. In 1854, the Rothschilds built a muchneeded Jewish hospital. During his 1851 visit, Montefiore
created a Jewish girls’ school, to the disapproval of Orthodox
Jews. This was later taken over by Lionel de Rothschild, Sir
Moses’ nephew, who renamed it after his late daughter
Evelina. But the greatest project was the Tiferet Israel
Synagogue, close to the Hurva in the Jewish Quarter. Funded
by Jews all over the world, but chiefly by the Reuben and
Sassoon families of Baghdad, this splendid domed
synagogue, the highest building in the Jewish Quarter,
became the center of Palestinian Jewry until it was destroyed
in 1948, by the Jordanians. (From the book, Jerusalem, by S.
S. Montefiore.)

HARRY ZVI TABOR (1917-2015). Born in London to Jewish
parents, Harry was involved in the British branch of Habonim
Dror. In 1947, he married Vivenne Landau. He received his
BA from the University of London and continued his
education at Hebrew University. In 1949, he received a letter
from Prime Minister David Ben Gurion offering him a job on
the “physics and engineering desk” of the Research Council
of Israel. He accepted, moved to Israel, and became Zvi
Tabor. He immediately focused on solar energy. He was
instrumental in developing the solar water heater that 95% of
Israeli households have. The unit operated without a pump
and was successful in heating water for the home. You would
hardly use electricity to warm water. With its success in Israel,
Tabor acted as a consultant to solar start-up companies such
as Northrop which eventually became BP Solar. He
continued to improve his system by developing a “black
chrome” surface for the copper water heating plate. He
undisputedly became the father of Solar Energy.
RABBI CHAIM IBN ATTAR (1696-1743), the Or HaChaim,
was known by the name of his famous commentary
on Chumash. He was known for his righteousness, piety,
and brilliance. Born in Morocco in 1696, he decided to leave
Morocco in 1733, and was detained in Livorno where the
community established a Yeshiva for him. In the middle of
1742 he came to Yerushalayim where he presided over a
Yeshiva. He died a year later and was buried on Har
HaZaitim. Two and a half centuries later, the Jordanians
captured the Old City and the Mt. of Olives in the 1948 War
of Independence. They decided to build a road right through
the ancient Jewish cemetery, desecrating many graves.
When the roadwork reached the grave of the Or HaChaim,
the tractor flipped over. The driver was killed and the project
subsequently was abandoned.
JEWS AND BLACKFACE. When a Virginia governor
performed in blackface in 1984 when he was a student, he
was attempting to impersonate Michael Jackson in a talent
show. It wasn’t a big deal, but in the course of time, the picture
has come back to haunt him. But there was a time when a
Jew performing in blackface was quite acceptable. Al Jolson
took it to a new dimension when he got down on one knee
and sang “Mammy” in the 1927 movie “The Jazz Singer.”
Blackface was a staple in vaudeville and goes back to the
1820’s. Jolson was in good company: Eddie Cantor, George
Burns, George Jessel, and Sophie Tucker, all performed in
blackface. Perhaps to avoid anti-Semitism could have been
the reason for so many Jews to don blackface. Times have
changed. Blackface is seen today as an affront to the black
community. One actor, Bobby Berger, from Baltimore, used
to put on blackface in order to imitate Al Jolson, but decided
to stop doing his act five years ago upon hearing some
negative reaction to his performances.

THE SISTERHOOD PRESENTS

New Members
Garden Par-tea
SHABBAT AFTERNOON
SEPTEMBER 21ST
4PM
YOUNG ISRAEL SOCIAL HALL
Wear your favorite garden-inspired ensemble for our
garden tea theme!

ALL NEW AND CURRENT MEMBERS WELCOME

Young Israel of Hollywood-Ft.
Lauderdale
4 (4 Elul)

Wednesday

5 (5 Elul)

Thursday

September 2019
Elul 5779 – Tishrei 5780

Tuesday

3 (3 Elul)

Friday

Saturday

7 (7 Elul) Shoftim

6 (6 Elul)

Monday

2 (2 Elul)

1 (1 Elul)

Sunday

Rosh Chodesh Elul
Labor Day
S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a S.6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a
Mincha 7:25p
S.7:00a,8:00a,8:30a,9:00a S. 7:15a,8:00a,8:30a,9:00a Mincha 7:25p
Mincha 7:25p
Mincha 7:25p
Mincha 7:25p

13 (13 Elul)

7:17p

S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a See box for Shacharit
times
Mincha 7:00 & 7:25p
Rabbi's Class 6:25p
Mincha 7:10p
Shabbat Ends 8:14p

11 (11 Elul)

21 (21 Elul) Ki Tavo

14 (14 Elul) Ki Teitzei

10 (10 Elul)

20 (20 Elul)

12 (12 Elul)

9 (9 Elul)

19 (19 Elul)

8 (8 Elul)

18 (18 Elul)

See box for Shacharit
times
Rabbi's Class 6:20p
Mincha 7:05p
Shabbat Ends 8:06p

17 (17 Elul)

S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a
Mincha 7:20p
Mincha 7:00 & 7:20p
Cemetery Presentation
6:00pm & 7:45pm
7:09p

16 (16 Elul)

S.7:15a,8:00a,8:30a,9:00a S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a
Mincha 7:20p
Mincha 7:20p
Mincha 7:20p
Mincha 7:20p
Devorah Kigel Shiur for
Women 8:00pm

15 (15 Elul)

25 (25 Elul)

26 (26 Elul)

27 (27 Elul)

S.7:15a,8:00a,8:30a,9:00a S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a See box for Shacharit
times
Mincha 7:10p
Mincha 7:10p
Mincha 7:10p
Mincha 7:10p
Mincha 7:10p
Sisterhood New
Rabbi Stohl Shiur &
High Holidays Lecture
7:01p
Members Tea 4:00p
Book Signing 8:15pm
Series 8:00pm
Mincha 7:00 & 7:10p
Rabbi's Class 6:10p
Mincha 6:55p
Shabbat Ends 7:58p
Midnight - Selichot
24 (24 Elul)

28 (28 Elul) Nitzavim

23 (23 Elul)

22 (22 Elul)

See box for Shacharit
times
Rabbi's Class 6:05p
Mincha 6:50p
Shabbat Ends 7:50p

after 7:48p

Rosh Hashana
Shacharit 8:00a
Mincha 6:55p

30 (1 Tishrei)

S.7:15a,8:00a,8:30a,9:00a S. 6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a S. 6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a S. 6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a S. 6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a S. 6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a
Mincha 7:05p
Mincha 7:05p
Mincha 7:05p
Mincha 7:05p
Mincha 7:05p
High Holidays Lecture
6:53p
Series 8:00pm
Mincha 7:00 & 7:05p

Erev Rosh Hashana

29 (29 Elul)

Mincha 6:55p

S. 7:15a no Selichot
S. 7:00a,8:00a,9:00a with
Selichot

6:51p

FULL SCHEDULE OF SHABBAT SHACHARIT SERVICES
7:00 a.m. Main Sanctuary
8:00 a.m. Rooms 1 & 2
8:45 a.m. Beit Midrash
9:00 a.m. Sephardic, Library
9:00 a.m. Main Sanctuary
9:30 a.m. YP, Modular
9:30 a.m. Teen, Room 5
9:30 a.m. Youth, Chapel

7 (8 Tishrei)

Monday

11 (12 Tishrei)

6:46p
Mincha 6:55p

S.5:45,6:30,7:00,8:00a

Friday
4 (5 Tishrei)

after 7:27p
28 (29 Tishrei)
29 (30 Tishrei)

30 (1 Cheshvan)

FULL SCHEDULE OF SHABBAT SHACHARIT SERVICES
7:00 a.m. Main Sanctuary
8:00 a.m. Rooms 1 & 2
8:45 a.m. Beit Midrash
9:00 a.m. Sephardic, Library
9:00 a.m. Main Sanctuary
9:30 a.m. YP, Modular
9:30 a.m. Teen, Room 5
9:30 a.m. Youth, Chapel

S.7:15a,8:00a,8:30a,9:00a S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan
S. 6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a S.6:00a,6:30a,7:00a,8:00a
Mincha 6:30p
Mincha 6:30p
Mincha 6:30p
Mincha 6:30p
Board Meeting 7:30p

27 (28 Tishrei)

6:30p

24 (25 Tishrei)

25 (26 Tishrei)

26 (27 Tishrei) Bereshit

Chol Hamoed Sukkot
See box for Shacharit
times
Rabbi's Class 5:45p
Mincha 6:30p
Shabbat Ends 7:29p

19 (20 Tishrei)

See box for Shacharit
times
Rabbi's Class 5:50p
Mincha 6:35p
Shabbat Ends 7:36p

12 (13 Tishrei) Ha'Azinu

Shabbat Shuva
See box for Shacharit
times
Rabbi's Class 5:45p
Mincha 6:45p
Shabbat Ends 7:43p

Saturday
5 (6 Tishrei) Vayeilech

S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a
Mincha 6:30p

31 (2 Cheshvan)

Shabbat Mevarchim
S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a
See box for Shacharit
Mincha 6:35p
Mincha 6:35p
6:26p
times
Mincha 6:35p
Rabbi's Class 5:35p
Mincha 6:20p
Shabbat Ends 7:23p

23 (24 Tishrei)

Shmini Atzeret
Simchat Torah
Yizkor
Shacharit 8:00a
S.7:00a,8:00a,8:45a,9:00a, Mincha 6:35p
9:30a
Yom Tov Ends 7:26p
Mincha 6:35p

Hoshana Rabah
S. 7:00a,8:00a,9:00a
Mincha 6:35p

22 (23 Tishrei)

21 (22 Tishrei)

20 (21 Tishrei)

6:37p
Mincha 6:40p

18 (19 Tishrei)

Sukkot
Sukkot
Chol Hamoed Sukkot
Chol Hamoed Sukkot
Chol Hamoed Sukkot
S.7:00a,8:00a,8:45a,9:00a. S.7:00a,8:00a,8:45a,9:00a, S. 6:00a,7:00a,8:00a,9:00a S. 6:00a,7:00a,8:00a,9:00a S. 6:00a,7:00a,8:00a,9:00a
9:30a
9:30a
Mincha 6:40p
Mincha 6:40p
6:32p
Mincha 6:40p
Mincha 6:40p
Mincha 6:40p
Yom Tov Ends 7:33p
after 7:33p

17 (18 Tishrei)

14 (15 Tishrei)

S. 6:15a,6:45a,7:15a,8:00a S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a
Mincha 6:50p
6:39p
High Holidays Lecture
Mincha 6:50p
Series 8:00pm

10 (11 Tishrei)

S.5:45,6:30,7:00,8:00a
Mincha 6:55p

Thursday
3 (4 Tishrei)

Erev Sukkot
S. 7:15a,8:00,8:30,9:00a

Erev Yom Kippur
Yom Kippur
Yizkor
S. 6:15a,7:00a,7:30a,8:00a
Shacharit 9:00a
Mincha 3:00p & 5:00p
Mincha 5:15p
Kol Nidre 6:40p
Neila 6:25p
6:42p
Fast Ends 7:39p
Fast Starts 7:00p
15 (16 Tishrei)
16 (17 Tishrei)

9 (10 Tishrei)

Fast of Gedalia
Fast Starts 6:05a
S.5:45,6:30,7:00,8:00a
Mincha 6:45p
Fast Ends 7:39p

Rosh Hashana
Shacharit 8:00a
Mincha 6:55p
Yom Tov Ends 7:47p

8 (9 Tishrei)

Wednesday
2 (3 Tishrei)

Tuesday
1 (2 Tishrei)

October 2019
Tishrei – Cheshvan 5780

13 (14 Tishrei)

S.6:30a,6:45a,8:00a,9:00a S.5:45,6:30,7:00,8:00a
Mincha 6:50p
Mincha 6:50p
Rabbi Frand Teshuva
Lecture 8:00p

6 (7 Tishrei)

Sunday

Young Israel of Hollywood-Ft.
Lauderdale

The U.S.-Israel Alliance: Making America Stronger
America looks to allies who share our values and are partners for a better future. When it comes to the
challenges we face and the issues we care about most, America has few stronger allies than Israel.
Most polls consistently show the economy, healthcare and the environment ranked among the top voting
priorities for Americans. A strong partnership with Israel helps strengthen our country in all three categories.
Fueling job growth and economic prosperity:
Israel is one of America’s major trading partners, with $35.5 billion in total goods and services exchanged
between the two countries in 2018 alone. Exports to Israel support some 73,000 American jobs. Although Israel
represents two percent of the Middle East population, it is responsible for 45 percent of investments in the
United States from the region.
Improving our health:
Israeli innovation improves the quality of our healthcare and helps save American lives. At least 2 million
Americans are diagnosed with, and 23,000 Americans die from, antibiotic-resistant infections each year. Israel’s
SpacePharma has discovered new bacterial factors to implement in drugs and vaccines for antibiotic-resistant
infections.
Additionally, over 5 million Americans currently live with congestive heart failure, costing the country an
estimated $30.7 billion annually. The Israeli company Vectorius created V-LAP, the world’s first miniature
wireless microcomputer implant for left-atrial monitoring of heart failure. This device, which is still early in the
clinical trial phase, has the potential to manage heart failure on a non-emergency basis, improving quality and
length of life while minimizing hospitalizations.
In the United States, nearly one million people live with Multiple Sclerosis. Rebif, a drug to treat relapsing forms
of Multiple Sclerosis and delay the accumulation of physical disability, also emerged from Israel. Since being
approved by the FDA in 2002, over 140,000 Americans have been prescribed Rebif.
Preserving our planet:
With the help of Israeli innovation, America is finding new solutions to combat water and food insecurity, and
working toward a more sustainable future. Although 50 percent of all produce is thrown away in America, one in
eight Americans struggles to put enough food on the table. Israel’s ResFood has developed techniques to
cultivate crops using recycled water and nutrients. By recovering the valuable components from food waste and
reusing that biomass, ResFood reduces food waste without any reduction in the quality or safety of the food.
A strong U.S.-Israel relationship benefits America in indispensable ways, strengthening our economy, improving
our health and sustaining our planet.

You pay your current IT PROVIDER good money to keep your computers

Up, Running, And Problem Free!

So Why Are You Still Having Constant Computer Problems?

As a small business owner, you can't afford downtime.
Employees sitting around doing nothing while computers are being worked on is a real problem.

DITCH DOWNTIME AND INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
Introducing Solutions Squad; Members of the community, located right here in Hollywood.
We keep our clients running by providing proactive monitoring
and maintenance to all of their systems, 24x7x365.
Unexpected problems? We own them, period.
Great, old-fashioned customer service from highly trained local technicians.

Experience What GREAT Computer Support Should Be
CALL US TODAY AT (305)677-2389
FOR AN ASSESSMENT, AT NO COST TO YOU
Copyright 2019 © Solutions Squad Inc. Restrictions apply. Void where prohibited. Contact us for full details.

#1
BEST
PAYROLL
SERVICES

We’re On A Roll!
Ranked #1 Payroll Service with
BestPayrollServices.com

There’s no better time than now to outsource your payroll services
or switch your payroll service provider to a reputable, ranked partner.
David Goldis, has been using BenefitMall payroll services for 20+ years. He exclusively recommends BenefitMall
for all his clients payroll needs. There will be a donation made to the synagogue for every account that he signs up.
Each new client will recieve the first months payroll at no charge, compliments of David Goldis.

Interested in learning more?
Contact Michelle Majeski:
michelle.colon@benefitmall.com • (561) 385-1720

© 2018 BenefitMall. All rights reserved.
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Rosh HaShanah Life & Legacy flyer here

Rosh HaShanah Life & Legacy flyer here

To create your Jewish legacy contact: Reva Homnick, Executive Director
reva@yih.org • 954.966.7877 • www.yih.org

LIFE & LEGACY program and the
LIFE & LEGACY logo are trademarks of the
Harold Grinspoon Foundation. All rights reserved.

